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Smart Floor Lamp BlitzWill BWL-FL-0002, 25W (black)

Blitzwill smart floor lamp BWL-FL-0002 25W
Ensure optimal  lighting and provide a memorable atmosphere for  any occasion.  The Blitzwill  BWL-FL-0002 floor  lamp will  help  you do
that! The device allows you to adjust the brightness and color temperature of the light (2700-6500K), and you can also choose its color.
You also have 8 modes at  your disposal,  which will  work in different situations.  You can also synchronize the lighting with music.  The
lamp is compatible with the Smart Life app, as well as Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa voice assistants.
 
The perfect lighting for any occasion
Customize  the  lighting  to  suit  your  expectations.  The  BWL-FL-0002  lamp  allows  you  to  adjust  its  brightness  and  color  temperature
between 2700-6500K, making it perfect for a variety of scenarios. A bright, cool light is conducive to concentration, while a warm and
slightly subdued one will  help you relax. The device also allows you to choose the color of  the lighting. A romantic dinner party? How
about a festive gathering with the family? With Blitzwill you can easily create a fantastic atmosphere in any situation!
 
Smart control
Now  you  can  always  have  everything  you  need  at  your  fingertips.  All  you  have  to  do  is  install  the  Smart  Life  app!  With  its  help,  for
example, you can conveniently turn the lamp on and off, adjust light parameters, use the timer and choose from 8 available modes. The
BWL-FL-0002 is also compatible with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa smart assistants, allowing you to control it with your voice. All it
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takes is a simple command - you don't even have to get up from your comfy chair!
 
Ability to sync with music
Are  you  planning  a  house  party?  Or  maybe  you  are  organizing  a  birthday  party  for  a  friend?  Take  care  of  a  unique  atmosphere!
BWL-FL-0002 lamp allows you to synchronize lighting with music. Light pulsating to the rhythm of the songs played is the perfect solution
for any party. Dance, enjoy the fantastic lighting effects and be sure that your friends have a great time!
 
Improved design
The  Blitzwill  BWL-FL-0002  lamp  features  a  modern,  minimalist  design,  so  it  can  perfectly  complement  almost  any  arrangement.
High-quality materials were used in its construction, which translates into its durability and resistance to damage. Also noteworthy is the
built-in USB port (5V / 1A), which allows charging of selected devices. The lamp is also very easy to install.
 
In the box
Lamp
Base
Power cord (EU plug)
Brand
Blitzwill
Model
BWL-FL-0002
Power
25W
Input voltage
100-240V AC, 50/60Hz
USB output
5V 1A
Color temperature
2700-6500K
Brightness
2000lm, adjustable
Light color adjustment
Yes, RGB
Light distribution angle
160°
CRI
> 80
Degree of protection
IP20
Control
Built-in buttons, voice control, app
Remote control range
Up to 12 m
App
Smart Life
Compatibility
Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa
Material
Plastic + cast iron
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Dimensions
Φ25x168cm

Price:

Before: € 86.0016

Now: € 77.50
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